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Class Topic: 
 
Day 10 Mastery Course on Noun – Gender and types of 
gender 
 

 

Introduction  
 

इस कोसस में आप Noun के बारे में पढें गे वो भी basic level to advance 
level. इस कोसस में अपलोगो को examples  के द्वारा concept को clear 
ककया जाएँगे साथ ही साथ competitive based questions करवाया जाएगा, 
हर concept को कहानी के द्वारा clear ककया जाएगा आपलोगो को notes 
provide  ककया जाएगा previous year questions के साथ so why to 
wait join our noun mission.  
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Learning Objective: 
The learning objective of this lesson as follows: 
In this session we will learn about countable and uncountable 
noun. 

 Definition of types of gender 
 Examples related to different types of gender with sentences 
 Questions based on topic 
 List of different types of  gender 
 moral story to understand types of gender 

 

                 
Gender gender is the state of a person or thing. 

 
There are four types of gender- 

 Masculine  

 Feminine  

 Common  

 Neuter 
 
- Masculine noun that represent male category is called masculine 
gender. 
 Example king, Mohan, boy, ox, brother  
 

-Feminine -nouns that represent female category is said feminine 
gender example Queen, Meeta, girl, sister. 
 
- Common gender -noun that denotes both male and a female is 
called common gender example doctor, Teacher, enemy, Student 
neighbour. 
 
-Neuter gender- noun that denotes thing which is neither male nor 
female called neuter gender  
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Material noun and abstract noun come under this category  
 
Material noun- gold, silver, pen, wood, 
 Abstract noun- truth, honesty, wisdom, belief, bravery. 
 
****List of the types of gender  
 
-Masculine gender –horse, king, husband, gentleman, uncle, brother 
nephew, monk, dad, father, fox, Lion, author, Prince. 
 
-Feminine gender- cow, daughter, Queen, hen, lady, woman, sister 
madam, mom, mother, female, poetess, hostess  

 
-common gender -teacher Doctor,Child, baby, kid ,infant ,neighbour  
parent ,police, animal, baby ,friend ,cousin, judge, writer ,artist 
relative, 
 
- Neuter gender- ball, book, club, chair, College, Fire, floor, hospital 
house, stick, table, University, knife, lamp. 
 
QUESTIONS BASED ON TOPIC 
 Choose the gender of the words underlined  
 
1-My wife is so caring -feminine  
2-I don’t like Milk- neuter 
3- Boys are playing in the park -masculine  
4-Truth always wins –neuter 
5- Meeta loves to play hockey -feminine  
 
Moral story to understand the concept  
 
Masculine, feminine, neuter, common 
 
The milk man and her pails  
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There lived a milkman named Mohanlal .He carried two pails of Milk 
fixed on the stick and to sell the milk at the market as he was walking 
to the market, he began to daydream about what he would do from 
the money he get from the milk .He thought of buying a hen and 
selling its eggs, he dreamt of buying a cake a basket of strawberries 
even a new house and his marriage with princess. In his excitement 
he forgot about the pails he was carring and they slipped suddenly, 
he realised that the milk spilt down and when he checked the pails 
they were empty. 
Moral of the story -don’t count your chickens before they hatch 
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